
18 x 18”
$89.99

18 x 33”
$149.99

4.5 x 22”
$34.99

22 x 22”
$149.99

18 x 22”
$129.99

9 x 9”
$29.99

12 x 7”
$29.99

FREE CUSTOMIZATION

FREE CUSTOMIZATION

FREE CUSTOMIZATIONFREE CUSTOMIZATION

9 x 22”
$39.99

9 x 36”
$49.99

9 x 16”
$36.99

72 x 9”
$149.99

FREE CUSTOMIZATION

QUALITY, CUSTOM � HANDMADE G
OODS

Step 1. Choose a Size
We use FSC certified pine which means our materials are sourced in a way to 
promote responsible management of the world’s forests. We pride ourselves on 
offering the lightest, most durable rustic materials, finished with ecologically 
friendly colouring and finishing agents whenever possible. 

Change the orientation to suit your needs. Each sign comes complete 
with hanging hardware for easy immediate hanging. Sizing shown in 
Natural Pine stain. Signs without free customization are subject to 
our $19.99CAD design/mockup fee.

ORDERING YOUR CUSTOM SIGN

Step 4. Approve Your Design
Orders that are not eligible for free customization are subject to a + $19.99 design/mockup fee.
Our mockups are so accurate we can place them side-by-side with pictures of the finished item. We offer high resolution 
and in-setting mockups. Get the best idea of what your sign will look like by sending us an image of where it will hang. We’ll 
incorporate your sign into that image before we create your custom sign so you can see what it will look like in your home.

Mockup FinalMockup Final

It’s not what you gather,
but what you scatter,

that tells what kind of
life you have lived.

-Helen Walton

Mockup Final Mockup Final

Step 2. Choose A Stain & Paint Colour
Choose from a wide selection of 8 stains paired with black or white text 
and/or graphic. Keep in mind white text appears better on dark stains and 
black text appears better on light stains. Custom text colours available.

TRADITIONAL
CHERRY ESPRESSO DARK WALNUTWEATHERED GREYNATURAL PINE WHITE SUNBLEACHED BLACK CHERRY

Step 3. Add-Ons
Extra colour to your sign      +$10 / per colour
Distressed text                         +$10
Engraved text            +$25
Engraved + painted text       +$35
Exterior coated            +10NEW! Gold and silver metallic text available. (Applied as a permanant vinyl)


